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Multinational treasurers are lthe leaders in supporting their business lines and CFOs by improving 
Return on Capital and helping achieve growth metrics. This often requires international expansion as 
well as innovative investments and working capital strategies. By moving to real-time treasury, business 
leaders can efficiently manage growth, take advantage of investment and working capital opportunities, 
eliminate unnecessary fees and costs, reduce internal workload and time delays, as well as improve 
their compliance and risk management.

Digital solutions help treasurers access real-time cash and liquidity balances and automate processes. 
Working with these methods, treasurers achieve flexibility, efficiency and controls spanning their global 
banking relationships, regional requirements, and diverse currency exposure. By eliminating cost and 
process constraints, treasury teams are empowered to invest their time in strategic activities. 

Today’s technologies are powerful, but the most successful transformation journeys have been the 
result of business leaders creating a compelling vision for the future with employee empowerment at its 
core. Adoption of digital technologies does not displace the workforce, instead this adoption increases 
effectiveness and creates opportunities. This paper introduces why and how multinational treasury 
teams have embraced digital technologies.

Access to real-time treasury information 
is becoming a prerequisite to building a successful 

corporate treasury



Multinational treasurers face 
challenges in managing 
expectations from internal and 
external environments. External 
market conditions and volatility 
combined with internal growth 
and revenue goals requires 
international expansion and 
agility in dealing with customers, 
suppliers and investors. Drive for 
profitability places a squeeze on 
budgets and resources. Rapid 
decision making is needed 
to support new business 
opportunities. What separates 
the best companies, is the ability 
to act on these decisions.

Successful manufacturing 
corporations commonly use 
Just in Time and Lean methods 
to meet customer demands, 
yet these organisations suffer 
from disjointed financial 
arrangements, managing 
hundreds to thousands of 
operational cash accounts and 
cumbersome reconciliations. 
Back office inefficiencies 
are not unique to just 
manufacturing companies, 
as even leading technology 
services organisations that sell 
on-demand digital products 
struggle. Daily batches for bank 

statements lead to manual 
reconciliation of internal records, 
which exposes the firm to human 
error and unfulfilled employee 
experience.

As organisations embark 
upon treasury transformation 
programmes, cost, complexity 
and speed of change are crucial 
components that require close 
management. Defining the steps 
to optimise the treasury function 
is not a straightforward task as 
every firm is unique in its set-up, 
structure and priorities.

By looking at the level of 
treasury maturity (the ability to 
ensure efficiency, quality and 
value-added services) to define 
the impact (the integration of 
treasury with business), we 
can define different “stages” 
across the treasury maturity 
ladder. Because of heightened 
expectations and external 
developments, treasury is 
looking to move upwards on 
the maturity ladder to improve 
efficiency, offer more value-
added services and deeper 
integration with business.
Technology remains a key 
enabler to help take treasury to 

the next maturity level. While 
traditional technologies allowed 
treasury to play a more strategic 
role, exponential technologies 
are now taking treasury to reach 
the next maturity level.

Taking an example from 
the payments and cash 
management space, cash 
pooling and netting techniques 
are traditionally implemented 
first. As the treasury function 
becomes more mature, there is 
a move towards a central in-
house banking model potentially 
in combination with a payment/
collection factory serving the 
entire organisation. Exponential 
technology is now allowing 
treasury to move towards a 
real-time payment hub where 
payments are executed and 
reconciled instantly.

In line with expected exponential 
technological developments, 
the focus areas for the 
development of future treasury 
technology solutions will be 
around two main themes: 
process improvement and data 
intelligence.

Technology enabling real-time expectations
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Treasury has traditionally known a focus on the centralisation of systems, processes, data, etc. Moving 
from a decentral organisation where activities are performed locally towards a central structure help 
to gain visibility and control on the treasury activities of the organisation. This concept of centralisation 
was often based on location and structured in a group treasury supported by regional treasury centres. 
Through an intense digitisation of (operational) treasury activities, centralisation is now moving towards a 
model of virtualisation in combination with centralised control and local empowerment. 

Where previously treasury teams and the software servers were put in the same location, cloud-based 
concepts and real-time data processing is allowing treasury teams to work together globally despite 
being in different time zones and regions.

Process improvement

· Automate
RPA, smart contracts, APIs and machine 
learning (ML) are used to automate repetitive, 
standardised treasury activities or processes 
such as bank reconciliation, cash application 
or exposure determination.

· Connect
APIs facilitate connectivity between different 
solutions or platforms, with distributed 
ledger technology (DLT) being used in smart 
contracts (e.g., in the area of trade finance).

· Learn
Advanced concepts of ML analyse data 
patterns, learn and efficiently solve problems, 
which results in predictive solutions.

· Assist
User-friendly and accessible technologies, 
for example, via the use of a virtual desktop 
assistant comparable to Amazon’s Alexa, 
Microsoft’s Cortana, Apple’s Siri or Google 
Assistant.

Data intelligence

· Prevent
Analyse large data sets to detect anomalies for 
fraud detection and payment outlier detection. 
For example, vendors use ML in their cash 
application solution to create rules based on 
detected payment patterns.

· Predict
Analyse data patterns with the use of ML. 
For example, some vendors are developing 
smart algorithms to set up intelligent cash flow 
forecasting methodologies.

· Prescribe
Use insight in data to create treasury and risk 
intelligence that suggests or even prescribes 
the next management actions to be taken. 

· Visualise
Envision large sets of data to gain insight into 
patterns, key developments and trends, to 
enable reporting on KPIs, etc.

Real-time value

As mentioned before, no two multinational corporations are truly alike. Along with industry, scale, 
locations and strategy, there are variations in organisational practices and goals. However, in working 
with a number of corporations, we have seen common themes drive the value of real-time treasury.  

These are: liquidity, fees, efficiency, execution margin, capital and client service. Based on discussions 
with current and prospective clients, we have been able to create a value model. Not surprisingly, larger 
and more complex organisations with more dispersed banking relationships typically benefit more from 
moving to real-time treasury. Also, some companies observe greater benefits on some vectors than 
indicated; and less in others.

We see a real-time treasury bring substantial benefits in six tangible ways:

1· Liquidity
Real-time and accurate information on balances 
and transactions allow treasurers to make better 
informed decisions more quickly and achieve 
faster liquidity consolidation and a better return.

2· Fees
Optimising intercompany, netting and payment/
collection factories in an integrated, real-time 
environment helps reduce the number of 
accounts as well as transaction costs.

3· Efficiency
Automating low-value, repetitive tasks is a 
key benefit. This can be in bank recs, inter-
entity billing, intercompany lending, invoice 
factoring, etc. This leads to better human capital 
management, freeing up time to focus on 
strategic, value-added tasks.

4· Execution margin
Real-time position tracking and automatic internal 
consolidation allows for reduced need for external 
execution in FX, interest rates and commodity risk 
management.

5· Capital
Long term capital goals are typically achieved 
faster. Short term working capital needs are 
maintained closer to forecast. Overall capital 
deployed is reduced.

6· Client Service
With transparency and accuracy in transactional 
information and automated operations, external 
and internal client experience is improved.
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Value of Real-Time Treasury Grows with Scale and Complexity of Business

Real-time data
· Access to treasury-relevant 
information using APIs - 
with providers (e.g. banks, 
investment accounts), third 
party sources (e.g. FX or interest 
rate data, compliance scanning) 
and internal systems (e.g. ERP). 
This enables real-time visibility 
to your cash position.
· Integrated environment for 
real-time liquidity information 
as well as payment factory 
(POBO), collection factory 
(COBO, ROBO) enable real-time 
payments and auto-reconciled 
collections.
· Netting and accounting 
is an outcome of such an 
environment, rather than 
needing separate investments

Real-time process
· Multi Party Workflow 
Digitisation. Combining 
multichannel capture, process 
management, information 
integration, e-signature, and 
process intelligence and 
analytics capabilities in a single 
platform. 
· Automation of processes 
beyond single silo, e.g. global 
subsidiary network, supply 
chain, linked to client service 
portals, investor portal, etc.
· Able to maintain audit trails, 
tax and regulatory records and 
internal controls with a golden 
source of information
 
 
 

Real-time in-house bank
· Digital Cash Pool: Multi-
Currency, Multi-Bank, Multi-
Asset (cash, short-term 
investments, working capital, 
etc.)
· Allocations across self-
administered virtual accounts - 
e.g. subsidiaries, business lines, 
suppliers, dealers or buyers
· Operate real-time settlement 
and real-life transactions (e.g. 
borrowing & lending, AP/AR 
matrix, FX) in closed group
· Agile in-house bank - 
eliminate unnecessary 
workloads & costs, rapid cost-
benefit, <1 year payback

Achieve Multiple Generations of Benefits in One Integrated Environment

Cash Pooling and Netting structures are relatively standard construct in most corporations but only a 
small number of these corporations have been able to achieve a truly integrated and efficient model. As 
technology progresses, treasury team is able to integrate with the rest of the organisation via payment 
factories and in-house banking construct. Adding a collection factory via virtual bank accounts continues 
to be the current trend towards efficiency through centralisation. With today’s Exponential Technology, 
it is possible to achieve industry-leading, digital real-time treasury, generating maximum value for the 
organisation.

Path to Digitalisation

Treasurers can achieve this higher level of business value by observing three principles: accessing data 
in real-time data, running processes in real-time, and ultimately running a real-time in-house bank. 
With the ongoing investment in API development by banks and investment managers, as well as new 
technology products being launched in payments and treasury (including by Adjoint), these principles 
are readily achievable now.



Case Studies

B2B Client Service

Intercompany Settlements

Intercompany & Supply Chain Loans

Challenge

Major global insurance group has a large number 
of premium & claim settlements for major global 
clients around the world. However internal 
booking of transactions and their settlements were 
detached processes, which led to inefficiency, 
lack of transparency and slow settlement cycle for 
clients..

 
 

Approach

We created real-time, end-to-end connection of 
bookings, interco netting and external payments 
& receipts. Thus, internal information was always 
consistent with external cash flows across all 
relevant entities. Transactions were reliable, 
accurate and in real-time. Granular virtual accounts 
connected internal data to external bank data. 
This provided automated internal accounting, 
regulatory compliance and full audit trail without 
needing cumbersome reconciliations.

Challenge

Top global manufacturing company manages 
cash and capital position within the group as well 
as supports its supply chain, e.g. factoring through 
an in-house finance company. The process and 
systems for managing the approval and tracking 
of these transactions are very manual. This 
leads to high cost, challenges in financial and 
operational controls and potential for errors and 
delays. Accruals and tax calculations, as well as 
recordkeeping were difficult.

Approach

A real-time, multi-party workflow connecting 
various entities and teams (e.g. tax, accounting, 
legal, treasury, subsidiaries, etc.) for faster, 
accurate information flow on proposed and 
agreed loans was introduced. Real-time 
connectivity to relevant bank accounts allowed 
for accurate and instant settlements. Improved 
controls on workflow, digital documents and 
electronic records were introduced. Accuracy and 
speed was improved in obtaining relevant data 
(e.g. interest rates, FX, taxes), recordkeeping and 
financial settlements e.g. principal, interest, taxes, 
deductions & withholding.

Value

Adjoint empowered the global insurer by automating manual processes, improving capital efficiency 
and helping them exceed client expectations.

Value

Efficiency improvement, improved reporting, better audit and compliance.

Value

Reduced time-lag for reconciliation and value of breaks, reduced internal effort in day-end and month-
end closing, improved reporting for regulators and auditors.

Challenge

Major global banking group wishes to reduce 
excess operating cash, intra-day cash break and 
external fees for settlements among regional hubs 
and other entities.

 

Approach

Operating cash volatility and buffers were reduced 
by connecting entity accounts on real-time basis 
with automated reconciliations. This also helped 
with reduction in breaks, and associated cost 
and capital. Intercompany transactions were 
internalised and bank accounts reduced, leading 
to a reduction in fees.
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The role of the Corporate Treasury is changing 
rapidly. In a volatile global economy, companies 
are constantly striving for optimised financial 
performance while focusing on the digital 
innovation they know will be key for survival. 
Treasury departments have evolved from their 
traditional role to become a very visible function, 
working closely with the board to manage risk, 
boost the bottom line, and play their role in client 
satisfaction and an efficient supply chain.

Against this backdrop, exponential technologies 
offer a set of solutions that help treasurers drive 
transformation - in the treasury department itself, 
in the finance function, in the wider corporation and 
in its financial supply chain. How corporates and 
their partners deal with opportunity will determine 
whether or not they survive the next decade. 
Treasurers - and their boards - realise it.
Should you have any further questions or would 
like to discuss the road towards a real-time treasury 
in more detail, please feel free to reach out to one 
of the authors.
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